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THE ABELIAN-NONABELIAN CORRESPONDENCE FOR
I-FUNCTIONS
RACHEL WEBB
Abstract. When V is a vector space and G is a connected reductive group, we find
a closed formula for the equivariant twisted quasimap I-function of the GIT quotient
V //θG. Our formula relates the I-function of V //θG to that of V //θT for a maximal
torus T of G, proving the abelian-nonabelian correspondence for I-functions. We apply
the formula to compute the J-functions of some Grassmann bundles on Grassmann
varieties and Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in them.
1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective variety and let G be a complex reductive algebraic group
acting on X. Choose an ample line bundle on X and linearization of it, and let T be a
maximal torus of G. From this data, we get two GIT quotients with a rational map between
them: X//T 99K X//G. The abelian-nonabelian correspondence is a conjectured relationship
between the Gromov-Witten invariants of X//G and those of X//T . This paper proves a
correspondence of equivariant twisted I-functions when X//G is equal to a GIT quotient of
the form V //θG, where V is a vector space, G is a connected group acting linearly on V ,
and θ is a character of G. In the presence of a sufficiently nice torus action on V //θG, our
I-function correspondence implies the Gromov-Witten abelian-nonabelian correspondence.
The abelian-nonabelian correspondence was observed for Grassmannians in the physics
paper of Hori-Vafa [HV], and they conjectured that it should extend to complete intersec-
tions in flag varieties. In mathematics, the cohomology of X//G and X//T was studied by
Ellingsrud-Stromme [ES89] and by Martin [Mar]: classes in H∗(X//G,Q) can be “lifted” to
classes in H∗(X//T,Q), not necessarily uniquely, and the Poincare´ pairings are related. The
full correspondence of the genus-zero Gromov-Witten invariants is conjectured in [CKS08],
and when X//G is Fano with a sufficiently nice torus action, this correspondence is shown
to be equivalent to a correspondence of small J-functions (generating series that parame-
terize invariants with one insertion). After applying the mirror result of [CK14], the full
abelian-nonabelian correspondence for these “nice” targets is equivalent to a correspondence
of small I-functions.
The small I-function is a hypergeometric function related to the J function by a mirror
map, and it can also be defined for invariants twisted by the Euler class of a vector bundle.
If E is a vector space with a G-action, then the associated twisted I-function of X//G has
the form
(1) IX/G,E(z) = 1 +
∑
β 6=0
qβI
X//G,E
β (z)
where β is in H2(X//G), q
β is a formal variable, and the coefficients I
X//G,E
β (z) are formal
series in z and z−1 with coefficients in H∗(X//G). The abelian-nonabelian correspondence
for I-functions states (see Theorem 4.0.1 for a more precise statement):
(2) I
X//G,E
β (z) =
∑
β˜→β
∏
α
∏β˜·c1(Lα)
k=−∞ (c1(Lα) + kz)∏0
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)
 IX//T,E
β˜
(z)
Here α ranges over the roots of G and Lα is the associated line bundle on X//T . Formula
(2) says that the coefficients of IX//G,E are the coefficients of IX//T,E with an additional
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2 RACHEL WEBB
twist by the roots of G. With Givental’s formula for a twisted toric I-function [Giv98],
equation (2) becomes a closed formula for the twisted I-function of X//G. Equation (2) is
also expected to hold equivariantly for torus actions on X//G.
The main theorem of the current paper is the following. See Theorem 4.0.1 later for a
precise statement.
Theorem 1.0.1. Let V be a complex vector space with the linear action of a connected
reductive complex Lie group G, and assume V //θG is a smooth projective variety for some
character θ. If V and G satisfy the conditions in [CK14], the quasimap I-function of V //G
defined there satisfies formula (2).
Previously, this result was known for V //G equal to a flag variety or the Hilbert scheme
of n points in C2 [BCK05] [BCK08] [CKP12]. Since the posting of this paper, a proof
of this result for quiver flag varieties has also appeared [Kal]. Finally, a result analogous
to Theorem 1.0.1 was proved in the symplectic category by Gonza´lez-Woodward using the
language of stable gauged maps [GW]. It is not clear how the theories of gauged maps and
quasimaps are related.
With the reconstruction result in [CKS08] and the mirror result in [CK14], our result
implies the full abelian-nonabelian correspondence for projective Fano quotients V //G with
“nice” torus actions. As an application, we use Theorem 1.0.1 to compute the small J-
function for Grassmann bundles on Grassmann varieties:
Theorem 1.0.2. Let Y := GrGr(k,n)(`, U
⊕m) be the Grassmann bundle of `-planes in m
copies of the tautological bundle U on Gr(k, n), and assume n > `m and gcd(n− `m, km) >
1. Let ω∨ be the anticanonical bundle of Y with trivial linearization. Let S = (C∗)n+m
act on Y as defined in Section 8.3. Then the ω∨-twisted equivariant small J-function of Y
equals 1 +
∑
d,e>0 q
d
1q
e
2J(d,e)(z), where J(d,e)(z) equals
(3) ∑
d1+...+dk=d
e1+...+e`=e
k∏
i,j=1
i 6=j
(∏di−dj
h=−∞(xi − xj + hz)∏0
h=−∞(xi − xj + hz)
) ∏`
i,j=1
i 6=j
(∏ei−ej
h=−∞(yi − yj + hz)∏0
h=−∞(yi − yj + hz)
)
·
k∏
i=1
n∏
α=1
(∏0
h=−∞(xi + λ
1
α + hz)∏di
h=−∞(xi + λ1α + hz)
)
k∏
i=1
∏`
j=1
m∏
β=1
(∏0
h=−∞(yj − xi + λ2β + hz)∏ej−di
h=−∞(yj − xi + λ2β + hz)
)
·
(∏(n−`m)d+kme
h=−∞ ((n− `m)
∑k
i=1 xi + km
∑`
j=1 yj + hz)∏0
h=−∞((n− `m)
∑k
i=1 xi + km
∑`
j=1 yj + hz)
)
,
where the xi are the Chern roots of U , the yj are the Chern roots of the tautological bundle
for the Grassmann bundle Y , and the λ’s are the equivariant parameters.
In the formula (3), the first line is the factor coming from the roots of G, the second line
is the J-function of the abelian quotient, and the last line is the twisting factor.
The main idea in the proof of Theorem 1.0.1 is as follows. The quasimap I-function is
defined in terms of certain localization residues on a moduli space of quasimaps:
(4) I
V //G
β (z) = (ev•)∗
(
[Fβ ]
vir
eC∗(NvirFβ )
)
.
The coefficients I
V //G,E
β of the twisted I-function have an additional factor. For our result,
we evaluate (4) and show that it satisfies (2). The main task is to identify the moduli space
Fβ and map ev• appearing in formula (4). In fact, components of this locus are closed
subvarieties of flag bundles on V //G, and the evaluation map ev• factors: if V s(G) is the
stable locus of G in V under the chosen linearization, and if and FWβ˜ is a component of Fβ ,
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this factorization is
FWβ˜ V
s(G)/G
V s(G)/P
i
ev•
h
where i is a closed embedding and h is the structure map of a flag bundle (see Proposition
6.0.1). When G is abelian (so V //G is a toric variety), the map h is the identity; when the
target V //G is a flag variety, the map i is trivial. For some targets, e.g. Grassmann bundles
on Grassmann varieties, both h and i are nontrivial.
In this paper, Section 2 sets up notation and running assumptions. Section 3 reviews the
portion of quasimap theory that we need to study formula (4), Section 4 recalls the relation-
ship of the cohomology of V //G and V //T , and Section 5 reviews the implications of a good
torus action on V //G. In Section 6 we identify the moduli space Fβ and its evaluation map
ev•, and Section 7 completes the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. Finally, Section 8 investigates the
example of Grassmann bundles on Grassmann varieties, proving Theorem 1.0.2.
Acknowledgements. Thanks to Robert Silversmith for explaining quasimaps to me in a
concrete way, and to Yongbin Ruan for helpful discussions. Thank you to Jonathan Wise,
Damiano Fulghesu, and Matthew Satriano for helping me fill a gap in an earlier version of
this paper. Finally, this project was supported in part by NSF RTG grant 1045119.
2. Setup
To define the target, we follow the GIT setup in [CK14, Section 2.1] (see also [CKM14]).
Let V be a vector space over the complex numbers. Let G be a reductive algebraic group that
has Lie algebra g and acts on V on the left via an injective representation ρ : G→ GL(V ).
We will later need G to be connected, but here and in Sections 3-4 that assumption is
unnecessary. Let T be a maximal torus of G and let W be the associated Weyl group.
Finally, let S be a (possibly trivial) torus in GL(V ) that commutes with ρ(G).
Following [CK14], we use the GIT setup in [Kin94, Section 2]. Fix for the whole of this
paper a character θ of G. We also use θ to denote its restriction to T . Then we have the
sets
V s(G), V ss(G), V s(T ), and V ss(T )
of stable and semistable points in V with respect to the G-linearization (respectively T -
linearization) determined by θ. If the group determining stable points is not specified, it is
assumed to be G (i.e., V s means V s(G)). We assume that
(5)
• V s(G) = V ss(G) is nonempty and V s(T ) = V ss(T )
• G acts on V s(G) freely and T acts on V s(T ) freely
• The GIT quotients
V //θG = V
s(G)/G and V //θT = V
s(T )/T
are projective.
The first two assumptions imply that V //θG and V //θT are smooth varieties. By [FJR18,
Prop 3.1.2], the last condition implies that V //θG is equal to P(V ⊕C)//G for some choice of
line bundle and linearization on P(V ⊕C) (and similarly for the V //T ). This later language
(of a group acting on a projective variety) is commonly used in GIT literature.
We will routinely omit the character θ, writing simply V //G and V //T . Notice that both
V //G and V //T have an action by S; we will sometimes study the S-equivariant cohomology
of these spaces. The GIT quotient V //G is closely related to the stack quotient [V/G]; in
fact, V //G is naturally identified with the open substack [V s/G] ⊂ [V/G].
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3. Quasimaps to V //G
The I-function of V //G can be defined using the quasimap theory of Ciocan-Fontanine
and Kim, developed in [CK14], [CKM14], and [CK10]. We will only discuss the small corner
of the theory needed for our computations, and defer the interested reader to the locations
cited for a more general treatment.
3.1. Quasimaps. A stable quasimap to V //G is a map to the stack quotient [V/G] which
satisfies some stability conditions. To compute the I-function, we only need to study
quasimaps from P1 to V //G. In the following definition and the rest of this paper, a principal
G-bundle P has a right G-action and
P ×G V := P × V
(p, v) ∼ (p · g, g · v) for g ∈ G.
Definition 3.1.1. A map from P1 to [V/G] is a pair (P, u)
• P → P1 is a principal G-bundle
• u is a section of the associated vector bundle P ×G V .
The degree of (P, u) is the homomorphism β ∈ Hom(χ(G),Z) given by
β(ξ) = degP1(P ×G Cξ).
Notice that the degree of a map (P, u) is just the degree of the principal bundle P, and
in particular it is independent of the section u.
We learn a lot about maps from P1 to [V/G] by studying principal T -bundles on P1.
The Weyl group acts on the set of principal T -bundles (by conjugating transition functions)
and on the set of their degrees Hom(χ(T ),Z) (via the action on χ(T )). These actions are
compatible: the W -orbit of the degree of a principal T -bundle is determined by the W -orbit
of the bundle. Moreover, W -orbits of principal T -bundles biject with principal G-bundles
on P1 (up to isomorphism) by Grothendeick’s classification theorem. This bijection has the
following property: if E is a G-representation and T is a principal T -bundle associated to
a principal G-bundle P, then there is an isomorphism of vector bundles
T ×T E ∼=P ×G E.
We get information about P from the degree of T , motivating the following definition.
Definition 3.1.2. The T -degree Wβ˜ of a map (P, u) is the W -orbit of the homomorphism
β˜ ∈ Hom(χ(T ),Z) given by β˜(ξ) = degP1(T ×T Cξ), where T is a principal T -bundle
associated to P.
The T -degree of a principal G-bundle P has the following properties:
• The T -degree of P determines P up to isomorphism. This is because the degree
of a principal T -bundle is determines it up to isomorphism.
• The natural map
τ : Hom(χ(T ),Z)→ Hom(χ(G),Z)
sends a representative of the T -degree of P to the degree of P.
We get stable quasimaps to V //G from maps to [V/G] by controlling their behavior around
the unstable locus of V .
Definition 3.1.3. A stable quasimap from P1 to V //G is a map (P, u) from P1 to [V/G]
such that
• P ×G Cθ is ample
• the set of points p ∈ P1 such that u(p) 6∈ V s is finite.
The set {p ∈ P1 | u(p) 6∈ V s} is called the base locus of the quasimap. Explicitly, one can
check if a point in P1 is a basepoint of a specific quasimap (P, u) by using u to pull back
the invariant sections defining V s = V ss (see [CKM14, Def 7.1.1]).
Because we only deal with quasimaps with source curve P1, in this paper the phrase
“stable quasimap” will always mean “stable quasimap from P1 to V //G.”
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Definition 3.1.4. The classes β ∈ Hom(χ(G),Z) that are realized as the class of some
stable quasimap to V //G are called the θ-effective classes of (V,G).
The θ-effective classes form a semigroup.
3.2. Moduli space of quasimaps. Stable quasimaps from P1 to V //G have a good notion
of a family, and they form a moduli space that is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack
carrying a perfect obstruction theory. In fact, the perfect obstruction theory reflects the
actual geometry of the space.
Definition 3.2.1. A family of degree-β stable quasimaps from P1 to V //G over a base
scheme S is a pair (P, u) where
• P → S × P1 is a principal G-bundle
• u is a section of P ×G V
such that geometric fibers of (P, u) are stable quasimaps with degree β.
Definition 3.2.2. An isomorphism of families of stable quasimaps (P, u) and (P ′, u′) on
S is an isomorphism of principal G-bundles f : P → P ′ such that the associated bundle
isomorphism P ×G V →P ′ ×G V pulls back u′ to u.
Let QGβ(V //G) denote the moduli stack of stable degree-β quasimaps from P1 to V //G.
We will sometimes abbreviate it to QGβ when the target is understood. The space QGβ
is called a quasimap graph space in analogy with Gromov-Witten theory, and it is equal to
the space Qmap0,0(V //G, β;P1) from [CKM14].
Theorem 3.2.3. [CKM14, Theorem 7.2.2] The moduli space QGβ(V //G) is a separated
Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type, carrying a perfect obstruction theory.
The perfect obstruction theory on QGβ can be defined as follows. There is an Euler
sequence on V //G that determines its tangent bundle T (V //G):
(6) 0→ V s ×G g→ V s ×G V → T (V //G)→ 0.
The map V s ×G g → V s ×G V is given by (v,X) 7→ (v, ddt (exp(tX) · v)|t=0). Let pi :
QGβ × P1 → QGβ denote the projection which is the universal curve and let P be the
universal principal G-bundle on QGβ × P1. Then the universal curve also carries an Euler
sequence
(7) 0→ P×G g→ P×G V → F → 0,
where F is simply defined to be the quotient. The absolute perfect obstruction theory on
QGβ is the complex
[R•pi∗F ]∨.
Because S acts on V , it also acts by automorphisms on P×GV . If we identify s ∈ S with
its corresponding automorphism, and if Σ denotes the universal section of P ×G V , then
(P, s ◦ Σ) is another family of quasimaps on QGβ . Via pullback, this other family induces
the action of s on QGβ , on its universal curve, and on P (see [CKM14, Sec 6.3]). We choose
the linearization of P ×G V where S acts diagonally on P × V . Then the Euler sequence
(7) has a natural equivariant version, and QGβ carries an S-equivariant perfect obstruction
theory.
3.3. I-function. Let x0, x1 be homogeneous coordinates on P1 and let C∗ act on P1 by
λ · [x0 : x1] = [λx0 : x1], λ ∈ C∗
This induces an action on QGβ . By sending the universal section Σ to Σ(λ·), this induces
an action on QGβ , its universal curve, and P. If we choose the trivial action of C∗ on V
then the perfect obstruction theory defined by (7) becomes C∗ equivariant. The I-function
of V //G is defined in terms of certain localization residues associated to this action (see
[CKM14, Sec 7.3]).
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A quasimap is C∗-fixed exactly when the base points are all at [0 : 1] or [1 : 0] and the
resulting map
(8) P1 \ {[1 : 0], [0 : 1]} → V //G
is constant. Let Fβ denote the component of the fixed locus of QGβ corresponding to
quasimaps that have a unique basepoint at [0 : 1]. It is a closed substack of QGβ because
it is (a component of) the fixed locus of a torus action on a Deligne-Mumford stack. Let
ev• : Fβ → V //G send a quasimap to the point in V //G that is the image of the constant
map (8). Then we can define the I-function of V //θG as a formal power series in the q-adic
completion of the semigroup ring generated by the semigroup of θ-effective classes on (V,G).
Definition 3.3.1. The (small) I-function of V //θG is
(9) IV //G(z) = 1 +
∑
β 6=0
qβI
V //G
β (z) where I
V //G
β (z) = (ev•)∗
(
[Fβ ]
vir
eC∗(NvirFβ )
)
and the sum is over all θ-effective classes of (V,G).
The S-equivariant I-function is given by the same formulae, with all characteristic classes
and pushforwards replaced with their equivariant versions.
More generally, let E be a G-representation with T -weights 1, . . . , r. We say that E is
convex if for every θ-effective class β we have
β(i) ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , r.
(This is equivalent to saying that if (P, u) is a quasimap then H1(P1,P ×G E) = 0, which
is the definition of convex from Gromov-Witten theory.) Then we can define the twisted
I-function with respect to E (see [CK14, (7.2.3)]). Let Eβ = (P×G E)|Fβ .
Definition 3.3.2. The (equivariant) I-function of V //θG, twisted by E, has coefficients
(10) I
V //G
β (z) = (ev•)∗
(
[Fβ ]
vireC∗(R0pi∗Eβ)
eC∗(NvirFβ )
)
1
e(V s ×G E) .
The class (ev•)∗
(
[Fβ ]
vireC∗(R0pi∗Eβ)/eC∗(NvirFβ )
)
contains a factor of e(V s ×G E), so
that the twisted I-function still has coefficients in H∗(V //G) (or H∗S(V //G)).
The I-function is defined for more general GIT targets in [CKM14, Sec 7.3]. In particular
it is defined for Z/G when Z ⊂ V is the zero locus of a regular section of V s ×G E. Then
[CK14, Sec 7.2.1] describes the following relationship between IZ//G and IV //G,E (see also
[CKM14, Prop 6.2.2]). Let j : Z/G → V //G be the inclusion. If we restrict IZ//G to
j∗H∗(V //G), and then push it forward with j∗, and finally replace qβ with qj∗β , we get
IV //G,E .
4. Cohomology of V //G and V //T
We will always take cohomology with rational coefficients. The cohomology of V //G and
V //T was studied in [ES89], [Mar], and [Kir05]. To write down classes in H∗(V s(G)/G)
and relate them to classes in H∗(V s(T )/T ), we use the following diagram, which holds
S-equivariantly:
(11)
V s(G)/T V s(T )/T
V s(G)/G
j
Ψ
The map Ψ is a flat fiber bundle with fiber G/T and j is an open immersion induced by the
inclusion V s(G) ⊂ V s(T ). This diagram produces the following classical identification:
Ψ∗ : H∗S(V
s(G)/G)
∼−→ H∗S(V s(G)/T )W .
In particular, Ψ∗ is injective.
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Using diagram (11) we can define “lifts” of classes as in [BCK08]. Let γ ∈ H∗(V //G) be
the Euler class of a homogeneous line bundle (given by a character of G). Then the same
character defines a class γ′ ∈ H∗(V //T ), called the lift of γ. This lift satisfies j∗γ′ = Ψ∗γ
and if τ(β˜) = β for any degree β, then β˜(γ′) = β(γ).
Our main result is to compute the pullback of IV //G (and IV //G,E) under Ψ and relate it
to the restriction of IV //T (resp. IV //T,E) twisted by the roots of G. Because Ψ∗ is injective,
this also determines IV //G. If ξ is a character of T , let Lξ denote the corresponding line
bundle on X//T . We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.0.1. Let G be a connected reductive complex Lie group with character θ, acting
on a vector space V in a way satisfying (5). Let S be a torus acting on V and commuting
with the action of G. Let E be a convex G-representation. Then the S-equivariant E-twisted
I-function of V //θG is determined by
(12) Ψ∗IV //G,Eβ (z) = j
∗
∑
β˜→β
∏
α
∏β˜(α)
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)∏0
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)
 IV //T,E
β˜
(z)
 ,
where the sum is over all β˜ mapping to β under τ : Hom(χ(T ),Z)→ Hom(χ(G),Z) and the
product is over all roots α of G.
5. Good torus actions
In this section we explain how Theorem 4.0.1, together with results in the literature,
implies the Gromov-Witten abelian-nonabelian correspondence in the presence of certain
assumptions.
The small J-function of X//G, denoted JX/G, is a formal power series parameterizing
Gromov-Witten invariants of X//G with one insertion. It is of the same form as IX//G (see
(1)). In fact, the small J function equals the small I function in good situations, as stated
in the following mirror theorem of Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim.
Theorem 5.0.1. [CK14, Cor 7.3.2] Assume V //G is Fano of index at least 2, and has
an S-action with isolated fixed points. Let σ : G → GL(E) be a convex representation
satisfying β(det ◦ ρ)− β(det ◦ σ) ≥ 0 for all θ-effective classes β. Then JX/G,E = IX//T,E,
both S-equivariantly and nonequivariantly.
When the hypotheses of Theorem 5.0.1 are satisfied, our Theorem 4.0.1 implies
(13) J
X//G,E
β (z) =
∑
β˜→β
∏
α
∏β˜·c1(Lα)
k=−∞ (c1(Lα) + kz)∏0
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)
 JX/T,E
β˜
(z)
both S-equivariantly and nonequivariantly. More generally, when V //G is not Fano but only
“semipositive,” one may apply [CK14, Cor 7.3.2] and conclude that (13) holds up to some
mirror maps.
To say something about all genus-0 invariants, we may apply the reconstruction theorem
of Ciocan-Fontanine, Kim, and Sabbah (see their paper for a precise statement).
Theorem 5.0.2. [CKS08, Thm 4.3.6] If V //G is Fano of index at least 2 and if H∗S(V //G) is
generated by divisors after localization, and if (13) holds for small J-functions, then there
is an isomorphism between the Frobenius manifold for the S-equivariant Gromov-Witten
theory of V //G and a Frobenius manifold coming the Weyl-group action on the Frobenius
manifold of the S-equivariant Gromov-Witten theory of V //T .
When we say H∗S(V //G) is generated by divisors after localization, we mean that
H∗S(V //G)⊗ Frac(H∗S(•))
is generated by c1(L) for L ∈ PicS(V //G), where Frac(H∗S(•)) is the field of fractions of the
equivariant cohomology ring of a point.
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6. Identify the fixed locus and evaluation map
For the remainder of this paper, assume G is connected. This section proves the following
proposition.
Proposition 6.0.1. For any β˜ ∈ Hom(χ(T ),Z), there is
• a parabolic subgroup Pβ˜ ⊂ G,
• a subspace Vβ˜ ⊂ V stable under Pβ˜, and
• a morphism Ξβ˜ : (Vβ˜ ∩ V s(G))/Pβ˜ → Fβ that is an isomorphism onto a connected
component of Fβ.
The image of Ξβ˜ depends only on the W -class of β˜, and if we denote the image FWβ˜, then
we have an S-equivariant commuting diagram
(14)
(Vβ˜ ∩ V s(G))/Pβ˜ FWβ˜
V s(G)/Pβ˜ V
s(G)/G
i
Ξβ˜
ev•
h
6.1. Preliminary definitions. Let x0, x1 be homogeneous coordinates on P1 and fix an
element β˜ ∈ Hom(χ(T ),Z) with τ(β˜) = β. Because S commutes withG, the group generated
by S and ρ(T ) is a torus. Choose a basis for V that simultaneously diagonalizes these
two tori, and denote the associated weights of the T -action by ξ1, . . . , ξn ∈ χ(T ). Let
P → P1 be the principal G-bundle of T -degree Wβ˜ such that P ×G V = ⊕nj=1O(β˜(ξj))
(the decomposition on the right agrees with the weight vector basis of V ). Then Γ(P×GV )
is identified with vectors of polynomials (p1(x0, x1), . . . , pn(x0, x1)) such that pi(x0, x1) is
homogeneous of degree β˜(ξj). Hence there is an evaluation map
ev : (C2 \ {0})× Γ(P ×G V )→ V.
Let Γβ˜ be the subspace of Γ(P ×G V ) of sections whose polynomial representations depend
only on x0 (i.e., have no terms with x1).
Similarly, endomorphisms of P ×G V are sections of Hom(⊕O(β˜(ξj)),⊕O(β˜(ξj)), and
can be identified with n × n matrices of polynomials qij(x0, x1), where qij is homogeneous
of degree β˜(ξi)− β˜(ξj). These matrices act on Γ(P ×G V ) by left multiplication. There is
an evaluation map
ev : (C2 \ {0})×Aut(P ×G V )→ GL(V ).
There is also a map Aut(P)→ Aut(P×G V ); let Autβ˜ be the automorphisms in the image
of this map whose polynomial representations depend only on x0. Then Autβ˜ is a subgroup
of Aut(P ×G V ) that acts on Γβ˜ by left multiplication.
For (a, b) 6= (0, 0), define evaluation maps ev(a,b) to be the restrictions of the ev maps to
{(a, b)} × Γ(P ×G V ) and {(a, b)} ×Aut(P ×G V ).
Finally, C∗ acts on C2 by t(x0, x1) = (tx0, tx1) to define the quotient P1. We investi-
gate how this action affects elements of Γβ˜ and Autβ˜ (viewed as matrices of homogeneous
polynomials). The homomorphism β˜ determines another homomorphism b : C∗ → T by the
rule
(15) ξ(b(t)) = tβ˜(ξ) for any ξ ∈ χ(T ).
So composing with the representation ρ, we have a homomorphism sending t to the diagonal
matrix
(16) [tβ˜(ξ)] := diag(tβ˜(ξ1), tβ˜(ξ2), . . . , tβ˜(ξn)).
Then for σ ∈ Γβ˜ and Φ ∈ Autβ˜ , we have
σ(tx0, tx1) = [t
β˜(ξ)]σ(x0, x1) Φ(tx0, tx1) = [t
β˜(ξ)]Φ(x0, x1)[t
β˜(ξ)]−1.
We have demonstrated that for t ∈ C∗, the matrix [tβ˜(ξ)] is in G.
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6.2. Definition of Vβ˜ and Pβ˜. It is clear that ev(1,0) identifies Γβ˜ with the subspace of V
spanned by those weight vectors with β˜(ξj) nonnegative. Let Vβ˜ be the image of Γβ˜ under
ev(1,0) and let V
s
β˜
= Vβ˜ ∩ V s(G).
The following lemmas give analogous information about the evaluation maps for auto-
morphisms.
Lemma 6.2.1. Those automorphisms evaluating to G at every point are precisely elements
of Aut(P). That is,
ev−1(ρ(G)) = (C2 \ {0})×Aut(P).
In fact, this equality holds even when we take ev to have domain (C2 \{0})×End(P×G V ).
Proof. Let Dx0x1 be the subset of P1 where both coordinates are nonzero. The bundle P
is determined by a transition function σ : Dx0x1 → G. An automorphism of P is a pair
of maps φi : Dxi → G for i = 0, 1 such that σ−1φ1σ = φ0. In particular, ρ ◦ φ1 is a
matrix of polynomials in x0/x1, and ρ ◦ φ0 is a matrix of polynomials in x1/x0, and the
homogenizations of these matrices are the same. Let φ denote the matrix of homogeneous
polynomials.
So let φ be such an n × n matrix of homogeneous polynomials (determined by an auto-
morphism of P). Let (a, b) be a nonzero point of C2. Assume b is nonzero (an analogous
argument holds when a is nonzero). Then
(17) φ(a, b) = [bβ˜(ξ)]φ1(a/b)[b
β˜(ξ)]−1,
where [bβ˜(ξi)] is the matrix in G ⊂ GL(V ) defined in (16). Since φ1(a/b) is also in G, we
have the backwards inclusion of the lemma.
Likewise, an endomorphism of P ×G V is a pair of maps fi : Dxi → End(V ) such
that (ρ ◦ σ)−1f1(ρ ◦ σ) = f0. As above, this pair determines a matrix f of homogeneous
polynomials in x0, x1, with evaluation properties analogous to (17). From that equation, it
is evident that if f(a, b) is in G always, then f1 and f0 also have images in G. Then these
in fact define an automorphism of P. This is the fowards inclusion of the lemma. 
This lemma demonstrates, for example, that the matrix [tβ˜(ξ)] defined in (16) is in
Aut(P).
Lemma 6.2.2. The map ev(1,0) identifies Autβ˜ with a parabolic subgroup of G. Under this
map, diagonal matrices in Autβ˜ are identified with T ⊂ G.
Proof. Clearly ev(1,0) is injective on Autβ˜ , and by Lemma 6.2.1 the image lies in G. To find
its image, we look at the derivative of ev(1,0) : Aut(P) → G. The Lie algebra of Autβ˜ is
elements of Γ(P×Gg) that depend only on x0 , and the derivative of ev(1,0) is the analogous
evaluation map Dev(1,0) : Γ(P ×G g) → g. But P ×G g is equal to ⊕k2i=1O(β˜(αi)) where
the αi are the weights of T acting on g.
So the image of Dev(1,0) is spanned by the weight spaces of g where β˜(αi) ≥ 0. These
weight spaces include the tangent space to T and a set of positive roots, so the image is a
parabolic Lie subalgebra of g. Since G is connected, the image of ev(1,0) is a parabolic Lie
subgroup.
The torus T acts as diagonal matrices on the basis of weight vectors, so it is identified
with diagonal matrices in Autβ˜ . 
Let Pβ˜ be the image of Autβ˜ under ev(1,0) as in Lemma 6.2.2.
6.3. Definition of Ξβ˜. Let Γ
s
β˜
denote the preimage of V s
β˜
under ev(1,0), so that ev(1,0)
defines an isomorphism Γs
β˜
/Autβ˜
∼= V s
β˜
/P . We define Ξβ˜ by giving a tautological family of
quasimaps on Γs
β˜
/Autβ˜ . Write x for the vector (x0, x1).
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Lemma 6.3.1. The variety Γs
β˜
/Autβ˜ is naturally the base for the following tautological
family of quasimaps to V //θG:
(18)
Σ :
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})
(σ,x) ∼ (Φσ, tx) −→
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})× V
(σ,x, v) ∼ (Φσ, tx, [tβ˜(ξ)]Φ(x)v) (Φ, t) ∈ Autβ˜ ×C
∗
(σ,x) 7→ (σ,x, σ(x))
Every geometric fiber of this family has torus-degree Wβ˜, and the family defines a proper
S-equivariant map Ξβ˜ : Γ
s
β˜
/Autβ˜ → Fβ.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that Σ is well-defined; in particular, the equivalence
relation on the codomain defines an action of Autβ˜ ×C∗ on Γsβ˜ × (C2 \ {0})× V . So Σ is a
section of a vector bundle with fiber V on a trivial family of P1’s on Γs
β˜
/Autβ˜ . By Lemma
6.2.1, the vector bundle has its structure group in G ⊂ GL(V ), so it has an associated
principal G-bundle. Moreover, Σ is C∗-fixed because λ · σ = [λβ˜(ξ)]σ and [λβ˜(ξ)] is in Autβ˜ .
Hence we have a family of prestable quasimaps. We check stability and degree on geo-
metric fibers. At a point σ in Γs
β˜
, the quasimap is the section σ of P ×G V . Hence the
quasimap has T -degree Wβ˜. The base locus is those points [x] in P1 such that σ(x) is not
in V s. But σ(1, 0) is in V s, so also σ(1, a) is in V s for any a ∈ C, because σ is independent
of x1. Moreover, σ(t, ta) = [t
β˜(ξ)]σ(1, a) must be in V s because it is in the G-orbit of the
stable point σ(1, a). Therefore the only possible basepoint is [0 : 1] ∈ P1.
The existence of Ξβ˜ follows from the universal property, and it is straightforward to check
S-equivariance. It is proper because Γs
β˜
/Autβ˜ = V
s
β˜
/Pβ˜ is proper and Fβ is separated. 
Lemma 6.3.2. The map Ξβ˜ is injective on closed points and surjective onto closed points
in Fβ with T -degree Wβ˜.
Proof. If Ξβ˜ is not injective, there are two sections σ1 and σ2 in Γ
s
β˜
and Φ ∈ Aut(P) such
that
(19) Φσ1 = σ2.
In fact Φ is in Autβ˜ , i.e. it depends only on x0. To see this, evaluate (19) at (1, v) for any
v ∈ C; we know σ1 and σ2 depend only on x0, so we get
Φ(1, v)σ1(1, 0) = σ2(1, 0)
where σ1(1, 0) and σ2(1, 0) are in V
s. Since stabilizers in V s are trivial, Φ(1, v) must be
constant.
Finally we show that Ξβ˜ is surjective. Let (P, σ) be a C
∗-fixed degree-Wβ˜ stable
quasimap with a unique basepoint at x0 = 0. Then we can take σ to be an element of
Γs
β˜
. I will show that σ(x0, 0) is also a C∗-fixed degree-β˜ stable quasimap with a unique
basepoint at x0 = 0, and that σ(x0, 0) is Aut(P)-equivalent to σ(x0, x1).
It is straightforward to check that σ(x0, 0) has the desired properties. Next we find an
element of Aut(P) sending σ(x0, x1) to σ(x0, 0). Because σ is C∗-fixed, for every λ ∈ C∗
we have some Φλ ∈ Aut(P) such that σ(λx0, x1) = Φλ(x0, x1)σ(x0, x1). Hence, multiplying
both sides by [λβ˜(ξ)]−1, we get for every λ ∈ C∗ an element Φλ−1 = [λβ˜(ξ)]−1Φλ in Aut(P) ⊂
Aut(P ×G V ) such that
(20) Φλ−1(x0, x1)σ(x0, x1) = σ(x0, λ
−1x1).
Here, Φλ−1 is a matrix of polynomials in x0 and x1 whose coefficients are functions in λ
−1.
I will show that we can take the limit of (20) as λ−1 goes to 0, getting Φ0(x0, x1)σ(x0, x1) =
σ(x0, 0), and that Φ0 is our desired automorphism. The work is to show that
limλ−1→0 Φλ−1(x0, x1) exists in End(P ×G V ) and is in Aut(P). We do this by studying
(20) under evaluation maps.
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For a, b ∈ C with a 6= 0 evaluate (20) at (a, b), getting
Φλ−1(a, b)σ(a, b) = σ(a, λ
−1b).
Certainly limλ−1→0 σ(a, λ−1b) = σ(a, 0), but σ(a, 0) is in V s. Since the G-orbits in V s are
closed, there is some Φab ∈ G such that Φabσ(a, b) = σ(a, 0). I claim that
lim
λ−1→0
Φλ−1(a, b) = Φab
(where the limit is taken in End(V )). For, the map from G to the orbit of σ(a, b) in V s given
by g 7→ g · σ(a, b), is a continuous bijection to a smooth variety, and hence has a continuous
inverse. So since the images Φλ−1 · σ(a, b) approach Φabσ(a, b), the preimages Φλ−1(a, b)
approach Φab.
So at every (a, b) with a 6= 0 the limit of Φλ−1(x0, x1) exists and is in G. This implies that
limλ−1→0 Φλ−1(x0, x1) exists in End(P×GV ); i.e. the limit of each entry exists. If the degree
of the ijth entry [Φλ−1(x0, x1)]ij is dij , then we may write this entry as
∑dij
`=0 f`(λ
−1)xdij−`0 x
`
1
for some functions f`(λ
−1). Write f for the vector (f0(λ−1), . . . , fd(λ−1)). Choose dij + 1
distinct points in P1 with homogeneous coordinates (ak, bk) and ak 6= 0. Then we have
a dij + 1-square matrix Ak` = (a
dij−`
k b
`
k)k` such that Af(λ
−1) is the vector with entries
([Φλ−1(ak, bk)]ij . In particular the limit of this product exists. But A is invertible, so the
limit of A−1(Af(λ−1)) = f(λ−1) also exists.
Let Φ0(x0, x1) = limλ−1→0 Φλ−1(x0, x1). Because Φ0(a, b) is in G whenever a 6= 0 and
G ⊂ GL(V ) is closed, we must have Φ0(a, b) ∈ G for every a, b. Then Φ0 is in Aut(P) by
Lemma 6.2.1. 
6.4. The proof of Proposition 6.0.1. Let Fβ˜ be the image of Ξβ˜ in QGβ , i.e. the closed
substack defined by
ker(OQGβ → (Ξβ˜)∗OV sβ˜ /Pβ˜ ).
Because Ξβ˜ factors through Fβ , we have Fβ˜ ⊂ Fβ ; note that Fβ˜ is reduced.
Lemma 6.4.1. Let B ⊂ χ(T ) be a set of coset representatives for W acting on χ(T ). Then
Fβ = unionsqβ˜∈BFβ˜ is a decomposition into connected components.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3.2, the closed points of Fβ and ∪β˜∈BFβ˜ are equal. Because Ξβ˜ is
proper, we must have an equality of underlying sets |Fβ˜ | = Ξβ˜(|V sβ˜ /Pβ˜ |). This shows that
the union ∪β˜∈BFβ˜ is actually disjoint. Finally, because Fβ and unionsqβ˜∈BFβ˜ are closed reduced
substacks of QGβ , they are determined by their closed points. 
Because of Lemma 6.4.1, we will use FWβ˜ to denote the component of Fβ which is equal
to Fβ˜ .
To complete the proof of Proposition 6.0.1, we will use two lemmas.
Lemma 6.4.2. Fβ is smooth and [Fβ ]
vir is equal to the usual virtual fundamental class.
Proof. There is a relative perfect obstruction theory on QGβ given by E•rel = R•pi∗(P×GV )∨
(see [CKM14, p.49]) inducing the absolute one we described in Section 3.2. Then (E•rel|Fβ )fix
is a relative perfect obstruction theory on Fβ defining the same virtual cycle as the absolute
obstruction theory (see for example [KKP03, Prop 3]). The obstructions for the relative
perfect obstruction theory on Fβ are the C∗-fixed part of R1pi∗(P ×G V ), which vanish
on geometric fibers because H1 of a vector bundle on P1 has no fixed part. Moreover, as
the dual of a derived pushforward of a vector bundle the perfect obstruction theory E•rel
has a global resolution by a 2-term sequence of vector bundles, so (E•rel|Fβ )fix does as well.
In particular, once h−1 of the complex vanishes, h0 equals the degree-zero term which is
locally free. Hence by [BF97, Prop 7.3], Fβ is smooth and [Fβ ]
vir is equal to the usual
virtual fundamental class. 
Lemma 6.4.3. Let pi : V → U be a morphism of C-schemes satisfying:
• V is smooth
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• U is integral, finite type, and smooth
• pi is proper and a bijection on closed points
Then pi is an isomorphism.
Proof. First, pi is injective and in particular quasi-finite: this is true because the rank of
pi∗OV ) is 1 at every closed point. Since pi is proper and quasifinite, it is finite. Moreover,
since pi is a surjection on closed points and everything is finite type, it is a surjection.
One can check that V is integral and has finite type so that pi induces a map of function
fields. By the injectivity result in the first paragraph, this map is an isomorphism. This
implies that pi is birational. Finally, because pi is a finite birational morphism from an
integral finite-type scheme to a smooth integral finite-type scheme, pi is an isomorphism.

Proof of Proposition 6.0.1. It remains to show that Ξβ˜ : Γ
s
β˜
/Autβ˜ → FWβ˜ is an isomor-
phism.
Let Ui → FWβ˜ be a cover in the e´tale topology. By Lemma 6.4.2 each Ui is a smooth
scheme. By passing to a finer cover, we can assume each Ui is connected and quasicompact.
Let Vi = Ui×FWβ˜ Γsβ˜/Autβ˜ ; note that the Vi are smooth. By Lemma 6.3.2 we can apply
Lemma 6.4.3 and conclude that Ξβ˜ is an isomorphism on this cover. 
7. Compute the I-function
By Lemmas 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, the β-coefficient in the I-function (9) may be written
(21) Ψ∗IV //Gβ (z) =
∑
β˜→β
Ψ∗h∗i∗
1
eC∗(NvirFWβ˜ )
where Ψ is the map defined in (11). Here, the sum is over a set of representatives of the
T -degrees that map to β in Hom(χ(G),Z).
7.1. Preliminaries on pushing forward and pulling back. We can compute the com-
position Ψ∗h∗ using the diagram
V s(G)/T
V s(G)/P V s(G)/G
Ψ¯
Ψ
h
This diagram also holds in the equivariant setting, when V s(G) is replaced with a finite-
dimensional approximation to the mixing space. The key is that G commutes with S, so the
quotients in the diagram above commute with the formation of mixing spaces. The following
lemma is a reformulation of Brion’s result [Bri96, Prop 2.1], and it also holds equivariantly.
Lemma 7.1.1. Let A be a vector bundle (or element of K-theory) on V s(G)/P . Then
Ψ∗h∗(e(A)) =
∑
ω∈W/WL
ω
[
e(Ψ¯∗A)∏
α∈R+\RL c1(Lα)
]
where L is the Levi subgroup of P containing T , with roots RL and Weyl group WL, and
R+ are the opposite roots of a Borel subgroup of G contained in P .
In this lemma, e(Ψ¯∗A) is a polynomial in the characters of T . The Weyl group acts on
these characters by acting on T .
We can also compute (the equivariant) i∗.
Lemma 7.1.2. Let i : Γs
β˜
/Autβ˜ → V s/P be the inclusion of smooth varieties given by
evaluation at (1, 0). Let γ be in H∗S(V
s/P ). Then
i∗i∗γ =
eS(V
s ×P V )
eS(V s ×P Vβ˜)
γ.
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Proof. This follows from the projection formula and the Euler exact sequences (6) for
T (V s
β˜
/P ) and T (V s/P ). 
Finally, we can use the quasimap Σ to “pull back” bundles to FWβ˜ .
Lemma 7.1.3. Let Y be a smooth variety which is the stable locus of some linearization of
H acting freely on Y . Let G be another group. Suppose we have a morphism F : H×X → G
such that F (gh, y) = F (g, hy)F (h, y). Let V be a faithful G-representation and let P be the
underlying principal G-bundle of the vector bundle
(22)
X × V
(x, v) ∼ (hx, F (h, x)v) h ∈ H,
i.e., the vector bundle (22) is equal to P×G V . Then if E is another G-representation, we
have
P×G E = X × E
(x, e) ∼ (hx, F (h, x)e) h ∈ H.
Proof. The bundles P, P×G V , and P×G E all have the same transition functions. 
7.2. Computation of I
V //G
β . To compute eC∗(N
vir
FWβ˜
) we use Lemma 7.1.3 to determine
the first two terms in the Euler sequence (7) determining the perfect obstruction theory.
In the language of Lemma 7.1.3, the map F : (Autβ˜ ×C∗) × Γsβ˜ × (C2 \ {0}) → G is
F (Φ, t, σ,x) = [tβ˜(ξ)]Φ(x). So the Euler sequence on FWβ˜ × P1 is
(23) 0→ A→ B → F → 0,
where
A =
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})× g
(σ,x, X) ∼ (Φσ, tx, [tβ˜(ξ)]Φ(x) ·X) and B =
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})× V
(σ,x, v) ∼ (Φσ, tx, [tβ˜(ξ)]Φ(x) · v) .
for (Φ, t) ∈ Autβ˜ ×C∗. The S-action on B is defined as follows: for s ∈ S, we have
(24) s · (σ,x, v) = (s · σ,x, s · v).
The map between them sends (σ,x, X) to (σ,x, Xσ(x)), so the induced S-action on A is
given by
(25) s · (σ,x, X) = (s · σ,x, X).
By definition, the perfect obstruction theory is [R•pi∗F ]∨. So using the pushforward long
exact sequence coming from (23), we get
eC∗(N
vir
FWβ˜
)
−1
=
eC∗(R0pi∗A)moveC∗(R1pi∗B)mov
eC∗(R0pi∗B)moveC∗(R1pi∗A)mov
,
where pi is now the projection V s
β˜
/P ×P1 → V s
β˜
/P . So Lemmas 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 and equation
(21) imply
(26)
Ψ∗IV //Gβ =
∑
β˜ 7→β
∑
ω∈W/WL
ω
[
e(V s ×T V )
e(V s ×T Vβ˜)
eC∗(Ψ¯∗R0pi∗A)moveC∗(Ψ¯∗R1pi∗B)mov
eC∗(Ψ¯∗R0pi∗B)moveC∗(Ψ¯∗R1pi∗A)mov
1∏
α∈R+\RL
c1(Lα)
]
.
Here there is some subtle notation: pi is now the projection V s/P × P1 → V s/P and A,B
are the natural extensions to V s/P . These classes pull back to the original equivariant Euler
classes on V s
β˜
/P because pi is proper.
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We can further commute the operators Ψ¯∗ and R•pi∗ because Ψ¯ is flat. Therefore, to
compute the equivariant Euler classes, we may consider the related bundles on V s
β˜
/T × P1
A′ =
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})× g
(σ,x, X) ∼ (τσ, tx, [tβ˜(ξ)]τ ·X) and B
′ =
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})× V
(τσ, tx, v) ∼ (σ,x, [tβ˜(ξ)]τ · v) .
for (τ, t) ∈ T ×C∗, and compute eC∗(R•pi∗A′) (respectively B′). Notice that in the formulas
for A′ and B′ the T -action no longer depends on x ∈ P1; this is because T ⊂ Autβ˜ is
identified with diagonal (constant) matrices (Lemma 6.2.2). So these bundles split as direct
sums of line bundles.
Let us compute the terms coming from A′. Let α range over the weights of T ⊂ G acting
on g (via the adjoint representation). Then the summands of A′ correspond to characters
α(b(t)τ) = tβ˜(α)α(τ) of T × C∗ (see (15) for the definition of b(t)). Thus we have
eC∗(R
0pi∗A′)mov =
∏
β˜(α)≥0
β˜(α)∏
k=1
(c1(Lα) + kz) =
∏
β˜(α)≥0
∏β˜(α)
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)∏0
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)
[
eC∗(R
1pi∗A′)mov
]−1
=
 ∏
β˜(α)<0
−β˜(α)−1∏
k=1
(c1(Lα) + kz)
−1 = ∏
β˜(α)<0
∏β˜(α)
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)∏−1
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)
.
From (25), the S-action on sections of A′ is trivial, so the chern classes c1(Lα) in these
formulas may be understood as non-equivariant classes. Finally, α is in R+ \ RL exactly
when β˜(α) < 0. Indeed, RL is exactly those α mapping to 0 under β˜. Therefore,
eC∗(R0pi∗A′)mov
eC∗(R1pi∗A′)mov
∏
α∈R+\RL
c1(Lα)
=
∏
α
∏β˜(α)
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)∏0
k=−∞(c1(Lα) + kz)
.
A similar computation using the S-action (24) on B′ shows that
e(V s ×T V )
e(V s ×T Vβ˜)
eC∗(R1pi∗B′)mov
eC∗(R0pi∗B′)mov
=
n∏
j=1
∏0
k=−∞(c1,S(Lξj ) + kz)∏β˜(ξj)
k=−∞(c1,S(Lξj ) + kz)
.
where the S-linearization of Lξj is given by the corresponding weight of S (see Section 6.1).
This is exactly Givental’s formula for the S-equivariant I
V //T
β˜
. Alternatively, if I
V //T
β˜
is
computed using the strategy in this paper, this is the resulting formula.
Finally, we can combine the two summations in equation (26). The weights of any G-
representation are invariant under the Weyl group of G. So in the second sum, instead of
w ∈W acting on χ(T), we can take it to act on Hom(χ(T),Z). Now WL is the stabilizer of
β˜, because a reflection along a root will leave β˜ invariant if and only if the root is contained
in the kernel of β˜; but these roots are precisely the roots of L. Therefore, we get one sum
which is over all β˜ mapping to β. This proves 4.0.1 in the untwisted case.
7.3. Twisted I-function. To compute the twisted I-function we must identify the term
P×G E in (10). By Lemma 7.1.3 we have
P×G E =
Γs
β˜
× (C2 \ {0})× E
(σ,x, e) ∼ (Φσ, tx, [tβ˜(ξ)]Φ(x)e)
for (Φ, t) ∈ Autβ˜ ×C∗. If E is convex then β˜() ≥ 0 for every weight  of E. Then by an
argument similar to that in the previous section, we see that the terms eC∗(R0pi∗(P×G E))
and e(V s ×G E) contribute a factor of∏

∏β˜()
k=−∞(c1(L) + kz)∏0
k=−∞(c1(L) + kz)
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to the β˜ summand of the twisted I-function, where the product ranges over all characters 
of T acting on E. If E has an S-action, then a basis for E can be found that simultaneously
diagonalizes S and T , and the chern classes in this formula can be read S-equivariantly.
This proves Theorem 4.0.1 in the twisted case.
8. Example: Grassmann bundles on a Grassmann varieties
In this section we will apply this paper to a family of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in Fano
GIT quotients.
8.1. Defining the target. To define the GIT target, choose integers k, n, `, and m with
k < n and ` < km. Let Mk×n denote the space of k×n matrices with complex entries, and
set
• the vector space V = Mk×n ×M`×km
• the group G = GLk ×GL`
• the action (g, h) · (v, w) = (gv, hwdiag(g−1)) for (g, h) ∈ G and (v, w) ∈ V where
diag(g−1) is the block diagonal km× km matrix with g−1 repeated m times
• the character θ(g, h) = det(g) det(h)
We can check stability of points using the numerical criterion [Kin94, Prop 2.5]. It is
straightforward to compute that
V ssθ (G) = V
s
θ (G) = (Mk×n \∆)× (M`×km \∆),
where ∆ denotes matrices of less than full rank. Thus,
V //θG = GrGr(k,n)(`, U
⊕m) =: Y
is the Grassmann bundle of `-planes in m copies of the tautological bundle U on Gr(k, n).
Using the Euler sequence (6), we compute that for any ϑ the anticanonical bundle of
V //ϑG is the line bundle corresponding to the character
(g, h) 7→ det(g)n−`m det(h)km.
One can also check that if ϑ(g, h) = det(g)a det(g)b with a, b > 0 then V ssϑ (G) = V
s
ϑ (G) =
V sθ (G). Thus, when n > `m, the target Y is Fano. If gcd(n−`m, km) > 1 then we also know
it has index at least 2. A generic section of the anticanonical bundle defines a Calabi-Yau
subariety of Y .
8.2. Quasimaps and I-function. Let ω∨ denote the anticanonical bundle of Y . To check
that it is convex, so that we can write down the I-function a corresponding hypersurface,
we need to briefly investigate quasimaps to Y . For fun, we will also describe the fixed locus
FWβ˜ in this case. A stable quasimap to Y is equivalent to the following data:
• a rank-k vector bundle ⊕ki=1OP1(di) and a rank-` vector bundle ⊕`j=1OP1(ej)
• a section u of [⊕ki=1OP1(di)⊕n] ⊕ [⊕`j=1 ⊕ki=1 OP1(ej − di)⊕m] , written as a k × n
and ` × mk matrix of polynomials, such that all but finitely many points x ∈ P1
satisfy u(x) ∈ V s.
The T -degree of such a quasimap is then (d1, . . . , dk, e1, . . . , e`) and its degree is (
∑
di,
∑
ej).
A stable quasimap must have di ≥ 0, hence also ej ≥ 0, so that if n > `m then ω∨ is indeed
convex.
We can now read off the twisted I-function using Theorem 4.0.1, obtaining formula (3)
with the equivariant parameters set to zero.
For fun, let’s identify FWβ˜ . For simplicity assume that the sequences d1, . . . , dk and
e1, . . . , e` are ordered from smallest to largest. The subspace Vβ˜ ⊂ V is Mk×n × V ′β˜ , where
V ′
β˜
is the subspace of M`×km consisting of matrices (mij) where
mij = 0 if ei − d(j mod m)+1 < 0.
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Such a matrix looks something like
* 0 * 0 · · · * 0
where the entries labeled “0” are required to be zero and the entries labeled “*” are not.
The same `× k pattern of *’s and 0’s is repeated m times. The group Autβ˜ ⊂ G is P1 × P2
where P1 is the parabolic subgroup of GLk equal to block lower triangular matrices with
blocks determined by the multiplicities of the di, and P2 ⊂ GL` is similarly defined by the
ej . Thus in the factorization of ev• in (14), both the maps h and i are nontrivial.
8.3. A good torus action. The target Y has a torus action with isolated fixed points.
Let S = (C∗)n × (C∗)m act on V as follows: if S1 is an n × n diagonal matrix and S2 is a
km× km diagonal matrix with m constant k × k diagonal blocks, and both S1 and S2 are
filled with numbers from C∗ then
(S1, S2) · (v, w) = (vS1, wS2).
This action commutes with the action of G. We can extend it to a linearization of ω∨ as
follows. The total space of ω∨ is V ×G Cκ, where κ(g, h) = det(g)n−`m det(h)km. Define
(S1, S2) · (v, w, z) = (vS1, wS2, z) for (v, w) ∈ V and z ∈ C.
The S-action on Y has isolated fixed points as follows. For I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} let DI denote
the k × n matrix which has the identity matrix in the I-columns and zeros elsewhere.
Similarly, for J ⊂ {1, . . . , km}, let DJ denote the ` × km matrix which has the identity
matrix in the I-columns and zeros elsewhere. Then the fixed points of the S-action are
(DI , DJ) for all possible combinations of I and J . Now we can apply the mirror theorem of
Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim (Theorem 5.0.1), noting that the quantity β(det◦ρ)−β(det◦σ)
in the hypotheses is 0, and conclude that (13) holds for small J-functions. In particular, we
have proved Theorem 1.0.2.
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